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Introduction to the Book

This book is intended for junior computational chemists and graduate students who
are interested in learning tactics to deal with real-life problems in rational drug design.
It will also be useful to experienced medicinal chemists who have already been exposed to molecular modeling and desire to gain in-depth knowledge on the capabilities
and boundaries of computer-aided drug design and property predictions.
Today we have more protein structures of therapeutic interest, we have more sophisticated molecular modeling software, and we have accumulated a huge amount of
high-quality biologic data; naturally, high expectation has been placed on molecular
modeling to play a more important role in drug discovery. However, the reality lags
behind expectation. This book is intended to uncover the great potentials of molecular
modeling and to have computational chemists’ voices heard.
This book is divided to two parts. In the first part, 10 case studies are used to
elaborate how to use the right tools to solve the right problems in structure-based ligand design. Different strategies are explored for designing novel drugs when protein–
ligand complex structures are determined and when only limited structural information
of target proteins or active ligands is available. Many common diseases—various cancers, Alzheimer’s disease, endocrine disorder, and obesity—are covered in the case
studies. The coverage of protein targets is maximized, including kinases, proteases, G
protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs), nuclear receptors, chaperone proteins, epigenetic proteins, protein–protein interactions, and so on. Structure features and structural
changes upon activation are reviewed for kinases and GPCRs.
The second part of the book focuses on the key properties of druglike molecules
and how to make these properties immediately available for decision making in drug
discovery. Critical questions, such as what might cause the high attrition rate of clinical trials, are addressed from the standpoint of a computational chemist. The three
determinant components for a predictive and robust quantitative structure–activity
relationships (QSAR) model—data, molecular descriptors, and statistics—are discussed in detail. Implementation and optimization of an atom type–based molecular
descriptor system are highlighted. Highly accurate models are constructed for logP,
solubility, CYP450 isoforms, PAMPA, P-gp, and hERG on the basis of exactly the
same descriptors. The performance of different methods to rebalance biased training
data is analyzed. The potential pitfalls of QSAR modeling, such as overfitting, are also
covered. (The datasets and atom type calculator are available online.)
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Foreword

By targeting, in a systematic and pragmatic fashion, the many challenges facing medicinal chemists who are focused on drug discovery and development, Dr. Hongmao
Sun has provided an excellent introduction to both the power and the limitations of
molecular modeling, quantitative structure–activity relations, and structure-based
design. Dr. Sun brings expertise in the area derived from both industry as well as
academia, providing a synergistic interface between theory and logistics. Exposure
to students and their enthusiastic, but naïve, attitudes forces simplifications that are
balanced by real examples. Convey the concept; then add essential complications by
example.
This book is a gift for academics whose exposure to drug discovery is limited but
who want to expose their students to the realities and excitement of the hunt for new
therapeutics. In addition, synthetic chemists who are new to the pharmaceutical industry will find much that they need to understand regarding the strengths and weaknesses
of computational approaches. Knowledge protects the naïve from exploitation as well
as guiding those with expertise.
Garland R. Marshall, PhD
Professor of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics,
Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
Washington University in St. Louis
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Structures, Limitations, and Pitfalls

1

1.1 Introduction
The terms structure-based design and structure-based drug design are sometimes
used interchangeably. In this book, the concept of structure-based ligand design is
confined to the processes of improving the potency of a ligand on the basis of structural information of proteins or protein–ligand complexes, which are the focus of the
first part of the book. The term structure-based drug design (or rational drug design)
is reserved for the multiple-dimensional optimization of properties such as physicochemical, ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination), and toxicologic profile of a drug molecule to meet the predefined pharmacologic efficacy, which
is addressed in the second part of this book.1
The adoption of the new technologies and the ever-increasing demand for p rotein
structural information by the pharmaceutical industry keep boosting the output of
experimentally determined three-dimensional (3D) structures of target proteins and
protein–ligand complexes.1,2 Not only did the size of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) experience an exponential growth in the past 40 years,3,4 but many therapeutically important targets, such as G protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs),5–11 also became available in
the past decade. In 2013 alone, more than 10,000 new structures were deposited in the
PDB worldwide (http://www.wwwpdb.org/stats.html). The large amount of structural
information lays a solid ground for structure-based ligand design. The role played
by structure-based ligand design is becoming indispensable, and nowadays it has become an integral part of modern drug discovery.12 As structural information plays an
increasingly important role in drug discovery, it is critical for us to acknowledge the
limitations of the experimentally determined structures so that the pitfalls of misusing
structural information can be avoided. Choosing an appropriate structure from the beginning and bearing in mind the inherent flexibility of proteins are the two keys toward
a successful structure-based ligand design campaign.

1.2 The limitations of experimentally determined
structures
Wisdom is fortified, not destroyed, by understanding its limitations.
—Mortimer J. Adler

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction is the most widely used technique for determining
3D structures of proteins and protein–ligand complexes.2 The ever-increasing availability of the structures of the therapeutically relevant proteins, including the difficult
targets such as GPCRs,5–11 greatly facilitated the research on structure-based ligand
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